For a particle in linear acceleration, the up and down transition probabilities between its excited state and ground state is found to meet the fluctuation theorem. If the external force is absent, the up transition, an entropy reduction process, will be inhibited by the principle of entropy increase. As a result, the particle will tend to be in the ground state and maintain an inertial motion. In other word, the inertia principle is a result of the second law of thermodynamics. This implies that a particle in inertial motion or free fall motion is in thermodynamic equilibrium with its local spacetime.
Introduction
There should be no doubt that the principle of inertia can be among the most significant laws of physics. Retrospecting the history of physics, we can find that the deeply understanding of inertia has played vital roles in both the development of classic mechanics and the discovery of general relativity. Study on the details of the gravitational coupling between matter and spacetime which results in inertia is likely to provide more useful information. According to the certain works, mentioned in the references below, thermodynamics is proved to be an effective method.
In 1970s, the discovery of the Hawking radiation have shown strong correlations among thermodynamics, relativity, and quantum mechanics [1] [2] [3] . Since the late twentieth century, there are numerous fresh significant developments in this area. The works of Valentini [4, 5] , Elitzur [6] , Hä nggi and Wehner [7] have shown the close correlations between the second law of thermodynamics and some basic assumptions in both relativity and quantum mechanics. What's more, Jacobson's excellent pioneering work [8] start the thermodynamic interpretations of gravity and inertia (see a review by Padmanabhan [9] or a brief summary by Visser [10] ). Among them, the entropic gravity proposed by Verlinde [11] has drawn considerable attention. More recently, Dvali and Gome proposed a quantum portrait of space as composite of N soft constituent gravitons [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
These clues make us realize that a particle doing inertial motion (or free fall motion) may maintain thermal equilibrium with its local space.
Fluctuation theorem in a linear acceleration
From the work of Bell and Leinaas [17] , we know the up and down transition probabilities between the ground state (E0) and the excited state (E0+ΔE) of a particle in a linear acceleration satisfy the below equation,
where a is the acceleration, P+ and P− are the up and down probabilities, respectively. The Unruh temperature [18] experienced by the uniformly accelerating particle is
Substituting equation (2) into (1), we can get exp( )
When deduced Einstein equation using thermodynamics method, Jacobson had argued that energy flux across a causal horizon is a kind of heat flow [8] . In Verlinde's work [11] , the horizon was furtherly generalized to the holographic screen. Combining their works, we can speculate that ΔE is the energy flux across a holographic screen and should also be a kind of heat flow.
Substituting equation (3) into (2), we can get exp( )
This is in fact the fluctuation theorem for a non-equilibrium system [19] . Therefore, the down transition from the excited state to the ground state is a spontaneous entropy increase process, while the up transition from the ground state to the excited state is a fluctuation, an entropy reduction process requiring external intervention to contribute additional entropy increase to complete this process. In a linear acceleration, the external intervention is an external force acting on the particle.
If the external force is absent, the fluctuation will be inhibited by the principle of entropy increase. In this situation, the particle tends to be in the ground state and maintain an inertial motion. A particle doing inertial motion maintain thermal equilibrium with its local space, which is a state with maximum entropy. In summary, the principle of inertia is a result of the second law of thermodynamic. Since it is a statistical law, the probability that the second law of thermodynamic will be violated is not zero. Therefore, the fluctuation is unavoidable, especially when ΔS is small enough.
Inertia force as entropic force
In a linear acceleration, the particle tends to be in the ground state under the entropy increase principle. As a measure of this tendency, the inertia force is therefore an entropic force. In the instantaneous rest frame of the particle, dl cd  (6) where dl is the proper difference of the particle in 4-D spacetime during the proper time difference of dτ. Assuming the energy change during dτ is dE, the entropic inertia force
Simplifying equation (7), we can get
where v, p are the 3-space vectors describing the velocity and the momentum of the particle respectively. For the particle applied by the inertia force, Fi is in the time dimension of its instantaneous rest frame: its direction is opposite to the direction of time. To complete a real acceleration process with an acceleration of a, the application of an external force is necessary to balance the role of inertial forces to ensure that the total entropy change of the acceleration process is non-negative. Beside inertia force and gravity, other external forces are four-force. The time-dimensional component of the external fourforce should be equal to the the inertia force. 0 it FF  (9) where Ft is the time-dimensional component of the external four-force. From equations (8) and (9), we can get
where f is the 3-space force vector acting on the particle in acceleration. Taking into account the total effect of the external force and the inertia force, a real acceleration process is an isentropic process.
Conclusion and discussion
Based on the works of Jacobson [8] and Verlinde [11] , we discussed the relationship between the inertia principle and the second law of thermodynamics. The inertia principle is found to be a result of the second law of thermodynamics. A particle in inertial motion is in thermodynamic equilibrium with its local spacetime, which is a state with maximum entropy. According to the equivalence principle, this conclusion should be still valid for a free falling particle. The relativistic Newton's second law is derived. In Verlinde's work, the equipartition theorem of energy was used as an important assumption, which seems a bit radical because this theorem only establishes in thermal equilibrium. Our work provides strong support for his assumption.
